
Summary  

 

Many cities in Maharashtra were hit by floods in 2019 due to heavy rains. It led to the Tiwari 

dam in Konkan bursting and regions like South Maharashtra, Thane, north Maharashtra, 

Vidarbha, Marathwada and other regions being affected by floods. 

 

Natural causes as well as manmade ones were instrumental in increasing the intensity of the 

floods. The floods were intensified due to neglect of maintenance and repair of dams, increasing 

number of dams in need of repairs, more than half closed equipment important for dam safety, 

leakage from dams, and increased encroachment on other river basins including Godavari due to 

urbanization.  

Many cities were submerged. There was a large loss of life and property. 

 

The process of proposed legislation for the safety of dams was also left midway. At the urging of 

the World Bank, the number of dams fixed for repairs had to be reduced. The railways have not 

even inspected their dams till date.  

 

The Government of Maharashtra took note of the seriousness of the issue of maintenance and 

repair of dams only after the media highlighted these problems. 

 

To prevent damage to the river banks, the traditional method of discharging water from the dams 

has been changed and 577 systems such as automatic gauge, weather station, river-basin flow 

meter and evaporator based on modern technology have been installed across the state.  Due to 

the state-of-the-art system, updated information will be available. This information will be 

analyzed to get information about the water flowing into the dam and the river. Also a 

computerized map of the probable backlog will be available. This will enable effective adoption 

of an integrated reservoir operating system by considering all the dams while discharging water 

from them. 

 

There is a shortage of funds for the repair of dams. For this, the Government of Maharashtra has 

approved to spend 10% of the budget from the budgetary provision on water repairs. This paved 

the way for immediate repair work of the dams. After reviewing the equipment required for the 

safety of the dams, repair and replacement proceedings were initiated accordingly.   

 

--------- 

A series of stories on the condition of major dams across the state and how their neglect was one 

of the major reasons that led to large scale disruptions in major cities of the state during the 

flooding in Maharashtra in 2019. The series of articles dwells in depth about the wilful systemic 

neglect, legislative apathy and administrative failure, resulting in an imminent threat to lakhs of 

people residing around dams in a state which has the highest number of dam in the country 

 



Challenges 

 

A series of stories on the condition of major dams across the state and how their neglect was one 

of the major reasons that led to large scale disruptions in major cities of the state during the 

flooding in Maharashtra in 2019. The series of articles dwells in depth about the willful systemic 

neglect, legislative apathy and administrative failure, resulting in an imminent threat to lakhs of 

people residing around dams in a state which has the highest number of dam in the country. 

296 dams in Maharashtra need urgent repair 

 

The big challenge is to gather information from various government bodies is the main challenge 

in covering the story. All the things covered in the story are covers relating the technical part of 

the dam system which I also need to study and understand thoroughly. 



296 dams in Maharashtra need urgent repair 

 

Dam safety organisation hands over its report 

 

On the background of the bursting of Tiware dam in Konkan, several problems have been 

highlighted in the 296 big and medium dams across Maharashtra. All these dams have cities 

around them. If the dams are safe, the human settlements around them can be kept safe. Else, 

serious tragedies will have to be faced. 

 

There is an urgent need to repair all these dams is what the dam safety organisation has said in its 

report. 

 

Most of these dams were constructed 35 to 40 years ago. their repair has been pending due to 

paucity of funds. Some time ago, the World Bank had given Rs 500 crore loan, which was used 

to repair 291 dams. Because of that, the number of dams that needed immediate attention came 

down. Till a few years ago, Koyna dam was also in this list of damaged dams. But now, due to 

repairs, its name is not in the list anymore. 

 

But what is of concern is that several other major dams across the State has been named in this 

report. May it be Solapur's Ujni, Nagpur's Pench, or Pune's Panshet, Varna, Khadakwasla, 

Varasgaon; or Nashik region's Gangapur, Bhandardara. All these dams are riddled with 

problems. These also include Nagpur region's Kamti Khairi, lower Venna, lower Wardha. 

Several dams from Konkan and Marathwada regions have also been named in the list. This 

region has red soil, which was used for these dams. Since the water retention capacity of this soil 

is limited, these dams are facing problems, is what experts tell us. The dam safety organisation 

inspects only those dams which are over 15 metres in height. Tiware dam in Konkan comes 

under the jurisdiction of the water conservation department. The dam safety organisation had not 

inspected it. 

 

State-wide situation 

There are 1358 dams under the irrigation department of Maharashtra. Of them, 265 are large 

(height of over 30 metres), while 1093 are medium (15 to 30 metres). The dam safety 

organisation reviews them each year for risk assessment. This report brings out the current 

situation of the dams in the state.  

 

The problems are categorised in three groups. None of the dams have direct threat to their 

structures there are 296 dams whitch urgently need repairs Dhara 1055 dance which need minor 

repairs of them 171 are big dams while 884 are medium dams. 

 

Maximum dams in Konkan 

Maximum dams which need repairs are in Konkan region (86). Nagpur region has the least 

number of dams that need repair (22). Under Pune region, 55 dams need repairs, while 65 dams 

in North Maharashtra, 24 dams in Marathwada, 44 dams in Amravati are in need of urgent 



repairs. The World Bank is going to give a loan of Rs 940 crore to help repair some of these 

dams. The strengthening of these dams is to be completed between 2020 to 2030 as per the plan. 

 

Nature of serious damage of dams 

The 296 dams which have serious damages have the following flaws, as per the organisation. 

There is leakage of water from the dam's doors and walls. The system to pump out excess water 

has broken down. The level of soil is not as per the requisite norms. Weathering of rocks from 

near the doors of the dams. Faults in the door system. At some places the apparatus which 

measures the seismic activities has also broken down. All these damages need to be repaired 

immediately, as per the report. 

 

Meanwhile, the Maharashtra government has formed and an SIT to investigate into the causes of 

Tiware dam burst. The SIT is expected to submit its report within two months 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  





Half the equipments in dams shut 

 

Many people had lost their lives due to a dam burst in Chiplun. The issue of dam safety is 

being discussed again 

 

Half of the equipments fitted in 77 major dams of the state are non functional at present. These 

equipments are essential to measure seismic activities water storage levels, and their impact on 

the structure of the dam. Of the 4328 equipments fitted in these dams, only 1934 equipments are 

functional. The remaining 2398 equipments are non-functional. Due to this, it has become 

difficult to assess the impact of various changes on the dams, and their likely results. 

 

Many people had lost their lives due to a dam burst in Tiwre in Chiplun. Due to this the issue of 

dam safety is being discussed again. The state government has been forced to take a look at the 

safety of the dams in the state. On this background a report of the dam safety organisation has 

revealed this stark reality. To ignore these equipments is to ignore the safety of dams. The 

organisation has instructed immediate and urgent repair of these equipments. The number of non 

functional equipments has been on the rise each year. 

 

Maximum equipments in North Maharashtra's Gangapur Girna, Chaknapur, Bhandardara are 

shut and nonfunctional. Similarly, Pune region's Panshet, Pavna, Yedgaon, Ujani, Dudhganga, 

Warna dams face a similar fate. Konkan region's Upper Vaitarna, Surya, and Nagpur region's 

Shirpur Kamthi, Bor dams too have many non functional equipments. 

 

It has also become difficult to accurately measure several indices in many dams in Amravati 

region and in Marathwada. These include Nalganga, Gyanganga, upper Wardha, Katepurna in 

Amravati region, and Jayakwadi, Majalgaon, lower Terna in Marathwada. Comparatively, the 

slope indicators and stress metres are working efficiently. 

 

Region wise status of equipments 

In North Maharashtra 97% equipments are shirt and only 3% equipments are working in 10 

dams. In the 14 dams in Konkan region 77% equipments of working why 23% equipments are 

shut In the 27 dams in Pune region 62% equipment not working, in Marathwada's 7 dams 75% 

equipments non-functional  92% equipment in Amravati's 10 dams and 78% equipments in 

Nagpur region's 9 dams non-functional 

 

What exactly is the problem? 

Several equipments measure critical functions in the dams. The water that accumulates during 

monsoon brings about structural changes in the dam this water puts pressure on not just the walls 

of the dam and the other construction but also on the floor of the dam. Pizzo metre measures the 

pressure on dam structure. Stress metre measures the stress on construction. Slope indicators 

keep a close eye on the slopes of the dam. Earth pressure cell measures the pressure on the damn 

floor. Pore pressure metre is also among the equipments that are used to keep an eye on the 

safety of dams.  



 

Dinkar More, former Director General of Maharashtra Engineering Research Centre said, "These 

equipments help keep an eye on the dams' health and efficiency. Those responsible for the 

upkeep and maintenance of these equipments neglect them. The health of the dam can be 

measured with the help of these equipments. In Koyna dam, priority is given to the upkeep and 

maintenance of these equipments, but in other dams, this issue is not taken very seriously." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  









Review of equipment required for safety of dams 

 

Permission to use Water cess funds for repair 

 

The Department of Water Resources has started reviewing the equipment required for 

maintaining safety in the major dams in the state and is preparing to carry out repairs and 

changes accordingly. A series of measurement centers will be set up in the state for geological 

movements and earthquake records. Emergency repair works will be carried out with 10 per cent 

funds from the budgetary provision for maintenance and repair of dams as well as funds 

generated from Water cess. 

 

The 296 large and medium dams under the jurisdiction of the Water Resources Department have 

been found to be in the throes of problems such as leaks in the walls, closed drainage system, 

faults in the gates. Not only that, more than half of the equipment installed in the 77 major dams 

to monitor the effects of water storage, groundwater movement, etc. on the structure of the dams 

has failed. After the Loksatta shed light on this, there was a stir in the water resources 

department. 

 

The department has claimed that none of the dams in the state are in a dangerous condition. 

There are about three thousand dams in the state under the jurisdiction of this department. They 

are inspected before and after the monsoon. Due to stalled irrigation projects, funds for repairing 

old dams were not available in a few years. But now 10 per cent of the budget provision of the 

department will be given for maintenance and repair. So that separate funds will be available for 

the repair of the dam, said Rajendra Pawar, secretary of the department (benefit area 

development) to Loksatta. 

 

Various equipment were installed in the important dams to obtain scientific information. After 

the dam became stable in the first 10 years, some of its equipment ceased to be useful. An 

interim special committee was set up to look into the matter. The committee reported that even if 

the equipment was off, it would not pose any risk. Repair of some equipment in the earthen dam 

is impossible. Instructions have now been given to review the necessary equipment in the 

important dams. After receiving the report, further action will be taken, Pawar said. 

 

What will happen now 

 

Every year revenue is generated by the supply of water. This amount has been allowed to be used 

for the repair of the dam. Rajendra Pawar, Secretary, Water Resources Department, said that 

attention is being paid to prioritize the dams that need urgent repair. A series of measurement 

centers are being set up across the state for geological movements, earthquake records. After 

Koyne, an earthquake measuring center has been set up in Bhatsa dam area and Killari area. 

  





Dam repairs likely to get affected 

 

Consequences of Water Commission, World Bank Notification 

 

The number of dams which were to be repaired as part of a World Bank project is likely to be 

reduced from the 167 projects selected earlier. 

  

Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh planned for the reinforcement of old dams by limiting the 

number of dams. The Central Water Commission expects Maharashtra to plan on the same lines. 

Questions have been raised about how many dams World Bank officials would visit if the 

number of dams selected are high. As a result, the Department of Water Resources has been 

forced to re-prioritize the identified dams. 

 

After the Tiware dam failure in Konkan, the issue of safety of dams in the state came to the fore. 

The 296 Large and medium old dams are facing many structural problems. In addition, more 

than half of the equipment in 77 large dams is damaged. As a result, scientific information 

related to dam health is not available. In this situation, the World Bank will provide a loan of Rs 

940 crore under the Dam Rehabilitation Project for the repair of old dams. The proposal was 

approved in principle five months ago. The Chief Engineer of 167 dams selected for repairs 

participated in a workshop recently organized by the Dam Safety Association and the State 

Project Management Cell. 

 

The number of old dams selected by Maharashtra for repairs was also a topic of discussion. In 

this project which is being implemented across the country, Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh have 

shown that they are focusing on complete repair of 30 to 35 dams each. If Maharashtra follows 

the same path, there will be no reduction in the prescribed funds. On the contrary, it was 

suggested that it could be spent more on dams in need of repair. The project will be implemented 

in two phases from 2020 to 2030. These works are regularly monitored by the World Bank. It 

was also pointed out that if the number of dams is limited, inspection will be easier. 

 

A senior official present at the meeting was informed about this. Due to these suggestions, the 

list of 167 dams that were initially finalized has not been released. Now a new priority will be 

decided. Work that is urgently needed will include dams. Low cost works can be done from 

government funds. They can be omitted. All dam heads have been asked to send information by 

July 31 on the basis of urgency for repairs. 

 

The safety of dams is important to the water resources department. In view of the urgent need to 

repair the dams, their work will be given priority in this project. Initially, a total of 167 dams 

were considered in the state; this number can change. Finally, when the work begins, it is the 

World Bank's responsibility to check the project. The issue that many dams will have to be 

visited is secondary.  

 

- Ravindra Upasani, Chief Engineer, Planning-Hydrology Project  





People be-damned: Dam safety submerged under systemic apathy 

 

State now looks to Centre's proposed law 

 

 

The draft legislation prepared by Maharashtra water resources department for the safety of 

people staying on the slopes of small and large dams, has been damned. According to this draft, 

the agencies claiming ownership over the dams were entrusted with the responsibility of 

providing for their safety. It was mandatory to create a safety wing for each dam. Violation of 

these rules had stringent punishment provisions like imprisonment, fine. But, for reasons 

unknown, the legislation has been damned. Now the water resources department points fingers 

towards a proposed law by the Centre's Water Commission. 

 

ignoring a dams health can have serious repercussions, is what we have seen from the dam burst 

of Tiwre in Konkan. Hundreds of dams across the State face several grave issues today. Due to 

insufficiency of funds for new projects, the maintenance and upkeep of old dams has been 

neglected for a long time now. A few years ago, the government had also tried to seek loan from 

the World Bank for completing these works. At that time, the World Bank had agreed to finance 

these works, provided the State brought about a legislation for dam safety. With this in mind, the 

State started working on dam safety legislation. The draft was created by dam safety 

organisation, and was finalised by law and judiciary department. A publicity campaign was 

implemented across the State to provide information about the new law. This process was 

completed almost 8 years ago. And yet, the law is in limbo even today. 

 

Under this law, each dam would have had to keep its own disaster management and emergency 

action plan ready. Such a plan would have given a fair idea about possible flooding and the 

losses due to any disaster. Such a plan was made compulsory for all the proposed and under 

construction dams. A system to give warning about an impending danger to all the people living 

on the slope of the dam, was also mandatory. 

 

Most of the dams in the state are owned by the state government which includes the irrigation 

department, semi-government organisations, Mumbai municipal corporation or private 

organisations. This legislation would have made dam safety measures binding on them. This 

would have meant several restrictions on increasing or decreasing the water storage capacity, for 

carrying out any new constructions without prior permission. But the lack of this law has meant 

that nothing of this has happened. Now, the Central Water Commission has brought about a draft 

legislation for dam safety. That draft will soon be tabled in the Parliament. Senior officers of 

Maharashtra water resources department say that the state has sent several instructions for that 

draft. 

 

What would Maharashtra's law have looked like? 

Maharashtra's law had considered the existing as well as proposed dams. The legislation was 

focused on bringing stringent rules for old dams, and for bringing the current dams under 



supervision. The responsibility of safety of these dams was to be put on these government and 

semi government organisations, which claimed ownership rights on the dams. These bodies 

would have had to form a safety cell for  the implementation of the law. These organisations 

would have been responsible for repair and maintenance work, and for providing adequate funds 

and human resources for the upkeep of these dams. This cell would have been accountable for 

dam safety. The owning organisations would have been responsible for these cells. The dam 

safety department would have taken an overview of the working style, the benefits and 

disadvantages of each of this cell. It would have been compulsory and binding to appoint 

government approved engineers to oversee the under construction dams. It was binding on the 

state government to form a dam safety committee to overlook the functioning of all these cells. 

this committee would have to see if all the safety measures were being implemented. There was 

provision for 6 months' imprisonment and Rs 10000 fine for any violations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  





Concreting of river bed, construction on banks choke Godavari 

 

The city of Nashik received third major flood in last 11 years thanks to the illegal and concrete 

works that were carried out in the river bed passing through the heart of Nashik city, thus causing 

damage to the shops, establishments and even residences most of whom have encroached the 

banks step-by-step.  

It is unfortunate that the despite recommendations by a team of experts – asking for decongestion 

of river bed in Nashik city – nothing has changed so far.  

 

It may be noted that the discharge of Gangapur Dam was calculated on the basis of possible flow 

of water through the city, then. But the concrete constructions in the river bed and even the 

encroachments along the banks have resulted narrowing of the width and the depth of the river 

which has forced the Water Resources Department (WRD) to further control the discharge from 

Gangapur Dam.  

 

“Even when the discharge from the dam is way less than optimum levels the city is in the grip of 

floods. This is very dangerous situation given that discharge of water at designed the levels some 

day may have to be carried out in order to save the Dam, else that could led to catastrophe. And 

if water is released then then the city will be deep trouble,” the WRD officials claimed.  

 

The River originates in Trimbakeshwar and travels towards Marathwada – more than about 150 

km of distance. Along the travel the narrowest point of the River however is in the city which is 

a dangerous sign. Add to it the natural streams and nallahs that have been wiped off by the 

construction along the banks of the river.  

 

It may be noted that six gates of the Dam have the capacity of discharging of 81000 cusecs of 

water but discharge levels are maintained at 41000 cusecs.  

 

At times when the 64000 cusecs of water could flow easily from the city, the current situation 

was hardly able to accommodate more than 30,000 cusecs of water.  

 

On Sunday the water flow measured through the city was 82000 cusecs – considering the 

discharge from Gangapur Dam, from Alandee Dam and rains in the free catchment areas of 

River Godavari in the upstream of Nashik city.  

 

The result was that five bridges in the city were under the water and that the local bodies and 

administration has failed to learn lessons from the past.  

 

The Nashik Municipal Corporation (NMC) has constructed over 17 ghats in concrete between 

Ram Kund and Talkuteshwar Mandir. Also a weir at Ahilyabai Holkar is also obstructing the 

flow of water and recently under the ‘Smart City’ project it has been decided to do away with the 

structure.  

 

The low lying bridges, construction of Goda Park – the dream project of Raj Thackeray, 

construction in blue flood line with subtle support from Nashik Municipal Corporation has only 



worsened the situation. The officials were least bothered to see where the construction was being 

carried out.  

 

Such was the situation that Water Resources Department (WRD) officials had to intervene and 

they sought the help of Collector of Nashik after which the construction in the river bed took 

back seat.  

However, the works in the blue line continued and this was the worst affected region now. 

Despite that the political pressure is being built up to push the blue flood line lower so that the 

construction could be carried out on a larger scale.  

 

GodaPremi Samiti president Devang Jani has sought the help of the high court in the case.  

 

 

The constructions in the river bed and even on the banks of the river in the heart of the city are 

strangulating the Godavari River to the extent that it is causing trouble to the people as it has 

reduced the capacity of the flood water passing through the stretch. The issues like deepening of 

the river bed and the banning of construction in the river bed are still undecided.  

 

Uttam Nirmal, retired executive engineer, WRD 

 

 

 

 

  





Navy dares heavy currents to rescue people  

 

Operation Rescue in the confluence of Panchanganga and Krishna was one the dare-devil rescue 

mission that was undertaken by the Naval teams when most others failed to attempt the same to 

rescue people in Sainik Takli, Rajapur, Majrewadi, Aurawad, Nasrobachi Wadi and Bubnal 

areas.  

 

“Using rubber boats in the hostile environment where current was high, water was deep, to 

rescue people at a distance of 5 to 7 km was a risky job, but we were professionals and we had to 

take calculated risk to ensure things went on good. Not only we rescued people but also dropped 

2.5 tone relief material for the people,” the Naval officials who lead the mission in the region 

said while speaking to Loksatta.  

 

 The set of Jawans and Naval officers who launched themselves in the rescue mission in 

Kolhapur and Sangli ( in the year 2019) said it was a life time experience and were proud that 

they could help the citizens with their expertise in ‘water’ missions.  

 

More than 50 reliefs squads including more than 200 officials and jawans – also called as 

‘Divers’ capable of staying in water for longer times, of Navy had launched themselves into 

rescue and relief operation. 

 

There were from INS Tanaji, INS Vajrabahu, INS Tantra, INS Abhimanyu besides few others 

dropping in from Goa and Visakhapatnam. 

 

About seven days after the peak time the water levels had receded somewhat and the mission had 

changed from rescue to relief.  

 

During the first 3-4 days of the floods the people barely survived on the available drinking water, 

but they hardly had any food as result of which they had grown weak. In the rescue mission the 

priority was pulling out women, children and senior citizens first to the safe areas which was 

done by the teams very well. 

 

All the three Navy, Army and Airforce could be seen together working in tandem for the rescue 

mission which were also aptly supported by National Disaster Response Force (NDRF), state 

government, administration and local youth the Navy officials said. 

 

Each rescue squad of Navy consisted of and officer and three divers.  

 

The rescue mission over land is far different from the rescue mission in water.  

 

Each team was equipped with small rubber boat, a small engine, public address system, foot 

pump to pump in air in the rubber boat, life jackets, stock of petrol and then it was on its own. 

 

One such team was led by Lieutenant Shubhashish Punj from INS Tanaji and was accompanied 

by Anil Kumar, Rajat Kumar, UP Pogal. The team had got down at Kolhapur airport after which 

the first went to Shivaji Bridge. 



 

The team was joined by the other team from Goa and jointly they rescued over 2500 people from 

village Chikhali in next 3 days  

Rescue mission from Sainik Takli was a tedious task as the squad had to travel 7 km distance to 

bring people to safe places. Their problems were coupled with the water getting into the boat. 

The additional help came in the form of five teams that came from Mumbai. 

 

At times when Army and NDRF teams failed to enter the dangerous areas at the confluence of 

Panchganga and Krishna in Majrewadi, Narsobachi Wadi, Aurwad and Bubnal, the Navy teams 

launched their operation.  

 

The officer said that it was the toughest of the mission when they successfully delivered about 

2.5 ton material to the people. 

 

At a time when rubber boat had the capacity to carry load of 800 kg, or carrying up to 10 people, 

the teams rescued more numbers at one go. 

 

Special training for rescue 

 

Navy has a special diving training centre in Kochi where the Jawans are taught to stay 

underwater, swim across large distances, optimally use oxygen, stay without food and water for 

longer periods. 

Navy has two sets of professionals one is who fly in planes and the other who stay aboard the 

ship and both are equally competent to carry out underwater operations the naval officer said. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





Modern technology for dam management 

 

For better flood management, Maharashtra is on its way to implement modern technology 

instead of the traditional methods of releasing water from the dams. The government is going to 

fit 577 automatic equipments in several parts of the state to automate flood related measurements 

and water levels at various dams. These modern equipments have already been fitted at Krishna-

Bheema dams, but they will now also be fitted at various dams in Konkan, Panchaganga, Tapi, 

Godavari. These equipments will automatically measure rainfall, weather conditions, flow of 

dam water, rate of evaporation and several such functions. 

 

This modern technology will help every dam in-charge to speedily get the latest data without any 

human intervention. The system will be so technological advanced that unified dam management 

will be possible through real-time classification of data related to the inflow of water in the dam 

and the flow of river. The system will also calculate possible flood situation through 

computerised programs, making available the maps of any possible flood situations. 

 

This year, several parts of Maharashtra including Konkan, Vidarbh North Maharashtra, Western 

Maharashtra were severely hit due to flood. Each year, monsoons are a test for the dam in-

charge. The officer has to take decisions about release of water. Any error thereof can lead to 

substantial damage to settlements around the dams. The dam in-charge has to take some decision 

on the basis of available information. There is a time table that is generally followed each 

monsoon for the release of water. This non-integrated, independent decision-making process for 

the release of dam water makes it difficult to get a holistic picture of dam management and its 

repercussions on an entire region. Each year, the dam incharge personnel have to face this exam. 

 

The current system is completely dependent on human endeavour and human cooperation. In the 

current situation, decisions are taken on the basis of information which is collected manually, 

through traditional devices. The process is completely manual. That is why it is difficult to gauge 

whether updated and latest information is made available for the decision-making process. Due 

to the proposed modern equipment, the human intervention will be completely redundant. In fact, 

latest information will be made available within 15 minutes to one hour, as per need. 

 

The technical team appointed by the state government had given its report stating that the 

process of closing and opening of several dam doors had become extremely complicated for 

flood management. It is necessary to use one time unified flood prediction system, instead of the 

traditional flood management system. The committee had also recommended unified water body 

management system. After these recommendations the department had studied Krishna Bhima 

valley. 249 modern equipments were fitted in it. After the utility of these modern equipments has 

been realised, it has now been decided that such modern equipments will be fitted in the dams of 

all the five valleys of the State. This will be done with an investment of Rs 53 Crore. This will 

lead to an integrated support system in the State, Yashwant Bhadane, chief engineer of National 

Water Science Project said. This system will be used for flood control, irrigation management 

and better usage of available water stock, he said. 



 

Valley wise equipments 

Integrated water body management system will be implemented in all the five valleys of the state 

to install one time support system Under the system automatic equipments will be used to 

measure water level in the river and dam weather conditions evaporation and levels of 

rainfall This information will be sent via satellites to each dam in-charge in each valley  

Under the new plan, a total of 577 equipments will be fitted, including 164 in Tapi river valley, 

154 in Godavari river valley of Marathwada, 145 in Godavari river valley of Vidarbha, 51 in 

Krishna and Bhima river valley extension, and 63 in Konkan river valley. 

 

These equipments include 296 rain gauges 17 weather centres 69 river flow measures 140 valley 

floor measures and 55 evaporation vessels. 

------- 

 

"Immediate information is available due to these modern equipments. They were extremely 

useful in release of water from Krishna and Bheema valleys. Flood could be controlled because 

of that. If this system wouldn't have been used, we would have had to release extra water from 

these dams. The need for a unified waterbody management system has been felt for quite a few 

years now. These new equipments have simplified work. It will be used in all the valleys in the 

State. An integrated system of water management has been evolving in the last few years. This is 

not just limited to Maharashtra. Krishna goes to Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh before meeting 

the sea. Now an integrated water management plan is being worked out among all the three 

states," said Rajendra Pawar, Secretary, irrigation department. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  





Structural inspection of six reservoirs of railways 

 The railway administration has been forced to inspect the health of six of its own reservoirs in 

the wake of the Tivare dam eruption in Konkan, which raised the issue of dam safety. The 

Railways has approached the Maharashtra Institute of Engineering Research (MERI) for an 

urgent structural inspection of the reservoirs around Mumbai. 

  

Most of the dams in the state are owned by the state government, the Irrigation Department, and 

some of the reservoirs are owned by Mumbai, Kolhapur Municipal Corporation, Railways and 

private institutions. Large, medium projects of the state government are inspected by the Dam 

Safety Committe under the jurisdiction of Maharashtra Engineering Research Institute (MERI). 

Along with Mumbai, Kolhapur Municipal Corporation, private companies like Tata Company 

also get their dams inspected by MERI. The reservoirs of the Navy's INS Shivaji Institute are 

regularly inspected by it.. Necessary corrections are made as suggested at the end of the 

inspection. To date, the Railways has not shown readiness for such an inquiry. Officials say the 

railways, which did not respond to a follow-up by the dam safety organization, has now been 

forced to approach the same organisation. 

The Divisional Railway Manager's Office in Mumbai recently made such a request to MERI in a 

letter. Central Railway has six reservoirs around Mumbai namely VIJ GIP, Dighi, Palasadari, 

Bhushi, Rada, Igatpuri. Most of them are British-era and their construction should be inspected 

immediately, it was requested 

  

Railways wants MERI to inspect the dams and give an estimate if repairs need to be done on 

these strutures. It is suspected that the water released from the dams under the jurisdiction of the 

state has affected railway line. Therefore, such dams located within railway jurisdiction should 

also be studied, the railway administration has said. 

  

----------------------------------- 

Reservoir repair preparation 

  

Central Railway has six reservoirs around Mumbai. These include Viz GIP (Ambernath), Dighi 

(Thane), Palasdari (Karjat), Bhushi (Lonavla), Rada (Kasara) and Igatpuri dams. These will be 

structurally examined. According to the report, the Railways has indicated its readiness for 

repairs.We will provide technical guidance if the railway requires. The other issue is that there is 

no big dam anywhere in the Badlapur area on the Ulhas river whose flooding caused a hindrance 

to the railway traffic. Necessary assistance will be provided by MERI by inspecting the 

reservoirs of the railway. - Rajendra Pawar Secretary, Water Resources Department 

 






